The Committee will meet at 1.45pm in Committee Room 2.

1. **Item in private**: The Committee will consider whether to consider item 2 in private.

2. **Alternatives to custody inquiry**: The Committee will consider the specification and candidates for the post of adviser for the inquiry.

3. **Legal Aid inquiry (in private)**: The Committee will consider information received since the publication of its inquiry report.

Alison Taylor
Acting Clerk to the Committee, Tel 85195

**The following papers are attached for this meeting:**

Agenda item 2:
Note by the Clerk and SPICe (private paper) J1/02/9/1

Agenda item 3:
Note by the Clerk and SPICe (private paper) J1/02/9/2
Submission by the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers to J1/02/9/3
the legal aid inquiry

Papers not circulated:

A copy of the Scottish Executive consultation document ‘Review on Summary Justice – Consultation on First Order Issues’ is available from the Clerks in Committee Chambers, Room 3.11.

Papers for information circulated for the 9th meeting, 2002

Correspondence from the Minister for Justice regarding the Scottish Information Commissioner for the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Bill J1/02/9/4

Correspondence from the Minister for Justice regarding the fees arrangements for the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Bill J1/02/9/5

Correspondence from the Scottish Prison Service J1/02/9/6


Minutes of 7th and 8th meetings, 2002 J1/02/7/M  J1/02/8/M
30 January 2002

Jenny Goldsmith
Assistant Clerk
Justice 1 Committee
The Scottish Parliament
Edinburgh
EH99 1SP

Dear Ms Goldsmith

Legal Aid Inquiry

Please find enclosed the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers’ submissions on the Justice 1 Committee’s report on the legal aid inquiry. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any further assistance.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely

Annette Morris
Policy Research Officer
JUSTICE 1 COMMITTEE

SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT

REPORT ON LEGAL AID INQUIRY
(SP PAPER 437)

SUBMISSIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF PERSONAL INJURY LAWYERS

JANUARY 2002
The executive committee would like to acknowledge the assistance of the following for assisting with the preparation of these submissions:

David Short          Executive Committee Member, APIL
Ronnie Conway        Secretary, APIL, Scotland

Any enquiries in respect of these submissions should be addressed, in the first instance, to:

Annette Morris
Policy Research Officer
APIL
11 Castle Quay
Nottingham
NG7 1FW

Tel: 0115 958 0585
Fax: 0115 958 0885

E-mail: Annette@apil.com
REPORT ON LEGAL AID INQUIRY

1. The Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) was formed in 1990 and represents over 5000 solicitors, barristers, legal executives and academics whose interest in personal injury work is predominantly on behalf of injured claimants. We currently have 106 members in Scotland who, in all likelihood, act for the majority of personal injury victims in the jurisdiction. The aims of the association are:

- To promote full and prompt compensation for all types of personal injury;
- To improve access to our legal system by all means including education, the exchange of information and the enhancement of law reform;
- To promote health and safety;
- To alert the public to dangers in society such as harmful products and dangerous drugs;
- To provide a communication network exchanging views formally and informally.

2. In summary, APIL welcomes the Justice 1 Committee’s in-depth analysis of the problems within, and resulting from, the current legal aid system. As we have previously noted in a press release, issued in November 2001, we are concerned that recent amendments proposed by the Scottish Legal Aid Board (the Board) and the Scottish Executive have amounted to little more than “tinkering” with a system that is in need of wide-reaching reform.

Financial Eligibility Criteria and the Level of Contributions

3. APIL’s prime concern in relation to legal aid is that both the low financial eligibility criteria and the level of contributions required have led to the denial of access to justice for the poorer members of Scottish society. We are extremely concerned about the fall in the uptake of civil legal aid and welcome the fact that research is to be commissioned into the reasons why this
has occurred. We strongly believe that it relates largely to the fact that the financial eligibility criteria are so low, so that only a small fraction of those who need financial assistance to pursue a claim can actually gain access to that assistance. We are also concerned that the level of contributions required to be made by those in receipt of legal aid acts as a deterrent. Recent proposals to extend repayment periods for these contributions are likely to reduce this deterrent effect and make life a little easier for those who are already eligible for legal aid. They will not, however, do anything to help those who are not eligible but who cannot afford to pursue their claims privately.

4. At the very least, the financial eligibility criteria should be increased in line with inflation as a matter of urgency, and on an annual basis thereafter, and we welcome the committee’s recommendation in this respect. We further agree, however, that the eligibility criteria and contributions should be reconsidered following the Board’s research into:

- The reasons behind the fall in the uptake of civil legal aid;
- The structure and collection of contributions;
- Whether the extension of the repayment period has resulted in an increase in the uptake of offers of civil legal aid.

Collective Actions

5. It is not uncommon for events to occur that injure several people at the same time or in similar circumstances. This can result in several pursuers wishing to claim compensation as a result of the same act or omission at the same time, and such claims can involve issues of public importance. In these situations, in the interests of the administration of justice and efficiency, it is preferable for those claims to be dealt with by way of collective actions. We agree with Professor Paterson that the legal aid system finds it hard to cope with collective actions, and we agree with the Faculty of Advocates, which submitted that it would be useful to allow legal aid for representative bodies
in, for example, judicial review proceedings. We believe, therefore, that there
is a case for extending the scope of legal aid to incorporate collective action,
organisations and representative bodies and welcome the committee’s
recommendation that the Executive should examine how legal aid could be
available in such circumstances.

Extending Legal Aid to Tribunals and Panels

6. APIL welcomes the recommendation that the Executive should examine how
access to legal aid could be made available to support a wider range of
tribunals and panels. We are particularly interested in the extension of legal
aid to applicants appearing before the social security appeal tribunals and the
criminal injuries compensation appeal tribunal. It is vital that injured victims
are able to secure access to, and representation in front of, these tribunals so
that they can gain the compensation or benefits to which they are entitled and
which they need to cope with their injuries.

Small Claims

7. APIL agrees with the Scottish Sheriff Court Users Group that the
unavailability of legal aid in small claims actions, above basic advice and
assistance, excludes some from gaining access to justice through the small
claims court. Even low value personal injury claims can involve complex
legal issues. We welcome, therefore, the committee’s recommendation that
the Executive should examine how legal aid could be made available to
support such actions.
Treatment of Benefits

8. APIL shares the committee's concern about inconsistencies in the treatment of benefits and welcomes the recommendation that, as a matter of urgency, the Executive should examine this matter with the aim of seeking to simplify the system and harmonise the treatment of benefits for eligibility to all elements of legal aid. We are particularly concerned that the receipt of Disability Living Allowance is taken into account in computing financial eligibility for legal aid. In view of the mobility and attendance requirements for this benefit, many injured victims are likely to be in receipt of it. It should be recognised that whilst this benefit represents an increase in income, it does not represent disposable income, in that it is necessary to meet the extra needs and expenses caused by injury.

Merits Testing

9. APIL also fears that there is a lack of coherence in the approach to merits testing in legal aid applications for personal injury actions. Section 14(1) of the Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986 provides:

"Civil legal aid shall be available to a person if, on an application made to the Board:

(a) the Board is satisfied that he has a probabilis causa litigandi; and
(b) it appears to the Board that it is reasonable in the particular circumstances of the case that he should receive legal aid."

This test was considered in the case of McTear v Scottish Legal Aid Board [1997] SLT 108. The Board's counsel accepted in that case:

"The purpose of s.14(1)(a) is to weed out hopeless cases."
10. The Board's statistics, however, demonstrate that around 25 per cent of civil legal aid applications are refused on the merits. Some of our members fear that some reporters dealing with applications do not understand the relevant merits test fully and do not appear to be fully conversant with legal developments in personal injury law, especially in the area of employers' liability and causation. For example, one of members has told us that legal aid certificates were refused for his three clients who had suffered moderate hearing loss on the grounds that it was unreasonable in the circumstances for them to receive legal aid. This decision was, however, reversed after their local MP, Brian Wilson, wrote to the Board. Such events do not inspire confidence that the scheme in place is being consistently and fairly administered.

11. Whilst we welcome the recommendation that the merits test should be reviewed, we also submit that the training for those applying the merits test should be improved in the area of personal injury law. We further agree that the current "probable cause" test applied after a fatal accident inquiry can cause unfairness and strongly believe that this should be examined.

The Identification of Lawyers with Expertise

12. It is noted that the committee is concerned that the public has no means of knowing how much experience or expertise a solicitor has and APIL has had similar concerns for some time. Personal injury has developed into a very complex area of the law and it is important that injured victims are advised and represented by adequately experienced and knowledgeable practitioners to ensure that their compensation claims are properly handled. This is especially important in view of the existence of unqualified advisers in the field of personal injury – an issue on which APIL has made submissions to the Justice 2 Committee. These concerns led APIL to establish the College of Personal Injury Law, which provides members of the college with education and training in personal injury law and seeks to ensure that members are fully up-to-date on relevant legal developments. All APIL members are able to join the
college and are admitted at five different levels to reflect their experience and expertise: associate, member, litigator, fellow, senior fellow. The initiative is designed to help injured victims find a suitable lawyer to deal with a claim and has been supported by the Lord Chancellor, the Law Society of England and Wales and the National Consumer Council. In a similar vein, we agree that a mechanism should be developed to enable the quality of work delivered to clients through the legal aid system to be monitored and assessed. The college is now open to APIL’s Scottish members.

Sanctions for Experts

13. Our members are also concerned about the effects of the current system for obtaining sanctions for experts. A solicitor in need of an expert’s report in a personal injury claim will approach an expert and ask for an estimated fee for producing such a report. The solicitor will then approach the Board to seek sanction for this amount. Quite frequently, however, it transpires that the expert’s report will, in fact, cost more than the initial estimate and the sanction. This results in the solicitor having to meet the extra cost. Another example of where a solicitor is required to meet the costs of part of a claim is where sanction is given for the cost of an expert to attend court for one day but is, in fact, required for two days.

14. Our members are also experiencing difficulty with the Board who expect ordinary steps of process to be sanctioned in advance, for example, the Board seems to expect that a simple recovery of documents is a step which requires sanction, but it is standard in every personal injury action. One of our members was granted a legal aid certificate to appeal but was then refused payment for the extension of the shorthand notes necessary to proceed with the appeal. This would seem to indicate an ignorance of basic procedure in personal injury cases.
Civil Justice Review

15. APIL notes the committee’s recommendation that the Executive should examine the need for a review of the civil justice system. Insofar as such a review would relate to personal injury actions, we do not believe that a review is necessary. This is especially in view of the fact that the recommendations made by a working party on Court of Session procedure, chaired by Lord Coulsfield, in 1998 have not yet been implemented.

Other Issues Not Raised in Report

16. Our members’ experience is that frequently legal aid certificates are now being restricted to the Sheriff Court only. We would urge the Committee to recommend that there be transparency in the decision making process so that practitioners know what general level of damages or complexity are considered appropriate for Court of Session certificates.

17. Our members have also reported problems in relation to the obtaining of medical reports in personal injury actions. Where legal advice and assistance has been granted, the claim can only be progressed if a medical report is obtained from a suitably qualified practitioner. Our members have informed us that in recent months the Board is refusing sanction for reports by consultants and only sanctioning GP reports. A GP’s report, however, is only appropriate for the most minor of injuries and cannot adequately address complex issues of causation, prognosis or the effect of a pre-existing injury. Requiring legally aided pursuers to rely upon GP reports can, therefore, disadvantage them in their claim. This is especially in view of the fact that defendants in personal injury actions, usually insurance companies, have the resources to seek the assistance of consultants and medical specialists. In addition, our members have reported that the Board sometimes refuse sanction for any medical report at all until the insurers indicate their position on liability. This can result in a tactical advantage to defenders who can seek to delay the progress of a claim.
The Rt Hon Sir David Steel KBE MSP  
The Presiding Officer

Christine Grahame MSP  
Convener  
Justice Committee 1  
The Scottish Parliament  
Parliamentary Headquarters  
EDINBURGH  
EH99 1SP

EDINBURGH  
EH99 1SP  
Tel: 0131 348 5308  
Fax: 0131 348 5301

5 March 2002

Dear Christine,

I am writing to inform you that the Presiding Officer proposes to appoint a selection panel to recruit and nominate to the Parliament a Scottish Information Commissioner. Under the Parliament's Standing Orders you are automatically appointed as a member of the panel as Convener of the Committee which is considering this Bill.

The Parliament recently agreed proposals, put forward by the Procedures Committee, for changes to the Standing Orders to allow selection panels made up of Members of the Parliament to be set up to consider various appointments which are made by Her Majesty the Queen on the recommendation of the Parliament.

The new Standing Orders - Rule 3.11 makes clear that when a Bill has received Stage 1 approval then a selection panel can be set up to commence the recruitment process. The selection panel shall consist of the Presiding Officer; the relevant Committee Convener that is considering the legislation, which in this case is yourself as Convener of the Justice Committee; and between 4 and 7 Members of the Parliament appointed by the Presiding Officer. The Standing Orders require that in appointing the selection panel the Presiding Officer shall have regard to the political balance in the Parliament. We therefore propose to seek two nominations from Labour and a nomination from each of the other main parties.

To ensure that we have an appointment by the late summer it is proposed that the selection panel be appointed as soon as possible so that the recruitment can
commence and the respective Party business managers have been approached for nominations.

We foresee the selection panel having an important role to play in ensuring that a high calibre candidate is appointed. We consider the role of the selection panel to be as follows:

- To consider and agree the draft recruitment advertisement.
- To interview the candidates.
- To nominate the successful candidate to the Parliament for appointment by Her Majesty the Queen (one member of the panel makes the motion that will be debated by the Parliament).

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any queries on this letter.

Yours sincerely,

David McLaren
Private Secretary
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (SCOTLAND) BILL

When I wrote to you on 10 December 2001, I confirmed that we were, in light of the consultation on the draft Bill and points raised with us since the Bill was introduced in September, looking again at the FOI fees arrangements.

The main criticism of our proposals has focussed on the circumstances whereby a very significant (but probably infrequent) request for information under the Scottish proposals could cost an applicant up to £400, but might cost only up to £50 under the approach proposed under the (UK) Freedom of Information Act 2000. The UK approach is to allow authorities to raise fees (on a discretionary basis) of up to 10% of marginal costs, without a lower threshold below which authorities cannot raise fees.

I have now had an opportunity to consider fully these matters and intend to advise the committee tomorrow that when the regulations are made in due course they will be based on those intended to operate under the UK Act, except that we intend retaining a lower threshold. That aspect has always been widely welcomed and it applies today (set at £100) under the non-statutory Code of Practice on Access to Scottish Executive Information.

I remain committed to the principles underpinning our initial proposals - that the fees arrangements should neither discourage applicants nor impose unreasonable or limitless burdens on Scottish public authorities. I would also note, by way of background, that the present fees proposals - made known when we published the draft Bill in March for consultation - reflected a consensus (albeit from a wide range of views) on the three options set out in the consultation document An Open Scotland. However, I have taken note of the criticism of the difference in approach between the fees arrangements to operate under the Scottish Bill and under the UK Act and consider it appropriate to amend our approach as described.
In my previous letter, I explained the arrangements under the Bill for the continued application of other fees arrangements, such as those underpinned by statute.

I trust that the committee will welcome this decision and of course I would be happy to provide further information on this when we meet to consider the sections dealing with fees.

JIM WALLACE
Dear Mrs Grahame

CONTRACT FOR KILMARNOCK PRISON

The Deputy First Minister wrote to you on 26 February to let you know that the contract between the Scottish Prison Service and Kilmarock Prison Services Limited would be substantially published this month.

I can now advise you that the contract will be published on the Scottish Prison Service website on 8 March.

Yours sincerely

CATRIONA RITCHIE